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Portmeirion introduces the fresh new Cityscapes Collection – a modern
and simplistic design inspired by the most adored cities across the
globe

New York, NY – September 2016 – Award-winning tableware manufacturer,
Portmeirion® Group, introduces the modern and fresh new Cityscapes Collection.
With patterns and designs inspired by the world’s best loved cities, the sophisticated
Cityscapes Collection features a simply beautiful dinnerware and serveware line
along with a perfectly giftable line of mugs, travel mugs, teacups and saucers
adorned with different city scenes and accents of bold colors.

The Cityscapes range features stylized drawings of some of the world’s most
admired cities – London, Paris, New York and Rome – illustrated in a clever
cosmopolitan outline design. Focal points of red, yellow, green and blue highlight
the black and white design to create a fun and exciting collection perfect for
modern-day living.
Each dinnerware and serveware piece is carefully crafted to feature sharp scenes of
modern and graduated circles. The range includes a 4 piece tableware set, 11”
Dinner Plate, 8.75” Salad/Dessert Plate, 7.5” Cereal Bowl, 12oz Mug, 2pt Teapot, 10oz
Cream server, 10oz Covered Sugar Bowl, 11.6” Bistro Bowl, 10.5” Pasta Bowl, Salt &
Pepper Shaker, 10.75oz and 8.5oz Salad Bowls, Covered Butter Dish, plus 12” and
14” Oval Platters.
Designed to stand alone, or perfectly accent the tableware items, each mug, travel
mug and teacup and saucer is decorated with an iconic London, Paris, New York or
Rome city scene accompanied by a pop of color either in the design, inside the cup
or on the lid. Prices range from $9.99 to $39.99.
For more information about Portmeirion, the Cityscapes Collection or the complete
line of tabletop products from Portmeirion Group, visit www.portmeirion.com.
###
About Portmeirion Group
Portmeirion was founded by legendary ceramic designer, Susan William-Ellis in
Stoke-on-Trent, England in 1960 and has remained at the forefront of contemporary
design ever since. Portmeirion is part of the Portmeirion Group which encompasses
the Portmeirion, Spode, Royal Worcester, Pimpernel brands and the newly acquired
fragrance candle company WaxLyrical. Renowned for its tableware, cookware and

gifts, Portmeirion Group provides consumers with beautiful and unique collections
made to the highest standard that can be used and enjoyed every day.
www.portmeirion.com. For updates follow Portmeirion Group on social media.
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